1) ROTC- We must wipe it out: It is the organ of American imperialism in the college. The ROTC was formed after the last "war to save (capitalist) democracy" in order to patch up the defects in the war machine. The time has now come for a real campaign a la Felix Cohen and the old "CAMPUS". Petitions, leaflets, demonstrations, pickets and propaganda. We, the YPSL, point the way to action.

2) NYA- Aubrey Williams, personal representative of FDR (you know he defeated reaction" last November) announces a cut of 33 1/3 in NYA. This is a challenge! The need is for a sustained campaign for the American Youth Act for a union of NYA workers.

3) Robinson- The umbrella weilding reactionary proxy is still here. A barrage of letters petitions, post cards- real pressure on the Board of Higher Education. The appointees of the "Little Flower" are not to be depended upon. -WE HAVE WAITED TOO LONG! ---------

OUST ROBINSON!

4) ASU a) For an active ASU of struggle on these issues- mass action- no fake conferences with the administration.

b) Democracy- The ASU is an organization including many important different points of view. These tendencies should be represented on all ASU bodies in proportion with their respective strength in the membership. PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION IN THE ASU.

c) For the maintenance and reassertion of the Oxford Pledge- an uncompromising struggle against the war aims of our imperialist government. AGAINST COLLECTIVE SECURITY! No support to conniving imperialist alliances and counter-alliances of the war-makers!

d) Solidarity with labor- speakers, cooperation with the trade unions. The students must solidarize themselves with labor!

The Revolutionary Young Peoples' Socialist League Leads the Struggle for a Militant, Progressive Policy on the Campus!!

JOIN THE YPSL (FOURTH INTERNATIONALISTS)

116 University Place, NYC